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Abstract—The moving picture experts group (MPEG) has conducted various studies for standardizing the dynamic mesh coding (DMC) technology. In April 2022, unlike previous mesh compression standards with constant connectivity information, a new one was proposed with time-varying connectivity information, and five institutions responded to that call for proposal (CfP). One of these institutions’ proposals was selected as the base model for video-based dynamic mesh coding (V-DMC). Currently, a new V-DMC test model (TM) is being developed based on the proposal. Since the release of the source of the proposal, experiments and feedback on many technical proposals and sources have emerged, and a new V-DMC TM has finally been released. This paper introduces the technical process leading up to the advent of V-DMC TM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with the expansion of the base of XR technology, technologies for XR content including immersive images are developing. Accordingly, several technologies for improving the quality of 3D content such as computer graphics and immersive video have been developed [1]-[4]. However, creating sophisticated XR content requires a model that can optimize large volumes of data. Consequently, technologies that can optimize large amounts of data have been widely researched.

A mesh is the most basic element in a 3D computer graphics model. A mesh is a set of polygons arranged in the shape of a polyhedron; 3D computer graphics models usually use a triangulation mesh as shown in Fig. 1. A mesh contains information about connectivity, geometry, mapping, vertex attributes, and attribute maps. If any of these five components varies over time, the mesh is called as a dynamic mesh. Because dynamic meshes contain much larger amounts of data compared with normal meshes, efficient compression, storage, and transmission of data become important. In light of this, moving picture experts group (MPEG) has been standardized dynamic mesh compression.

In October 2021, a call for proposal (CfP) for dynamic mesh has been proposed by the MPEG. Unlike previous MPEG mesh compression standards such as frame-based animated mesh compression (FAMC) [5], which has constant connectivity information with time-varying attribute maps and vertex attributes, a new standardization was proposed for dynamic meshes with time-varying connectivity information.

Apple, Interdigital, Nokia, Tencent, and Sony responded to this proposal [6], out of which proposal of Apple was adopted as a dynamic mesh coding (DMC) model because it performed best. On May 6, 2022, Apple released a source called P11. As the source of the adopted institution was disclosed, new research, feedback, and improvements to the source were actively proposed and discussed. Finally, in July 2022, a test model of a new video-based dynamic mesh coding (V-DMC) was released by referring to P11.

This paper introduces the process and trends of V-DMC, and the test model of V-DMC. First, the CfP, an anchor provided for the performance evaluation. In addition, the technology of proposal of Apple, which was recognized for its outstanding performance compared with other responses to the CfP, is explained.

II. BACKGROUND

This section describes the CfP released by the MPEG and the anchor provided for the performance evaluation. In addition, the technology of proposal of Apple, which was recognized for its outstanding performance compared with other responses to the CfP, is explained.

A. Call for Proposal of MPEG WG 7

According to the CfP of DMC released by the MPEG, the proposals for the CfP should be based on the V3C framework and specifications and required that the developed software reference the high efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard and that HEVC test model (HM) 16.21-screen content coding test model (SCM) 8.8 be used for video encoding. Furthermore, the MPEG provided an anchor for dynamic mesh compression for performance evaluation. The anchor encoded mesh using Draco and texture maps using HDRTools in a video format, using HM 16.21 with screen content coding extension (SCC) 8.8. Fig. 2 shows the anchor.

Fig. 1: Structure of a triangulation mesh.
B. Response by Apple

A high level diagram of proposal of Apple is shown in Fig. 3. Through the pre-processing process, the displacement information is used to create a decimated mesh that drastically decreases the amount of vertices. Subsequently, the mesh information is encoded using Draco, and the displacement information is converted into a wavelet transform. The wavelet transform is then converted to a set of wavelet coefficients, which are then quantized, and packed into a 2D image to enable video encoding. Proposal of Apple differs significantly from that of other institutions in that according to it, the decimated mesh is converted to the original mesh using the displacement vector values. In other words, pre-processing significantly contributes to compression efficiency.

The pre-processing method proposed by Apple is shown in Fig. 4. First, the original mesh data are decimated, and the number of vertices of the mesh is greatly reduced. Due to that, the data size of the mesh is also greatly reduced. The decimated mesh is then subdivided to generate iterations between vertices using a subdivision scheme. Proposal of Apple adopts the mid-point subdivision scheme, which places iterations in the middle of the two vertex coordinates. These iterations are displaced such that the decimated mesh is similar to the original mesh, and the displacement information is stored. Through this pre-processing, the proposal of Apple gets a high compression efficiency for DMC.

During decoding, the decoder can subdivide the decimated mesh without subdivision information because the subdivision scheme is set to the mid-point subdivision scheme. Thus, the decoder can generate the original mesh using only the decimated mesh and the displacement information. As a result, the decimated mesh has a much smaller data size than the original mesh. The displacement information is also stored in the form of a wavelet transform, which exhibits a high compression efficiency during the encoding process. As a result, the proposed method by Apple can achieve high compression efficiency because the original mesh can be reconstructed using only the reduced mesh data and displacement information.

Compression method of Apple achieved -15.6% better geometry peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and -55.5% better YPSNR compared with the anchor [6]. The evaluation figures are based on interframe encoding of random-access image-based rendering.

III. V-DMC TM AND P11

Five institutions responded to the V-DMC CfP, of which Apple and InterDigital showed higher compression performance than the anchor proposed by the MPEG. As a result, at the 138th meeting of the MPEG, proposal by Apple was chosen as a base for the new test model of V-DMC. The source code by Apple was then submitted and released on May 6, 2022. This section introduces P11 and V-MDC test models.

A. Source Code of Apple (P11)

The architecture of the P11 consists of several applications, and the result of encoding and decoding can be obtained through several processes that utilize the obtained output as an input for other executable files.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the flow of the input and output between applications in intra and low-delay encoding. Simply, Geonof, UVAtlas, and Fitsubdiv performed proposed pre-processing process of Apple. In pre-processing, the base model data and subdiv model data are obtained and encoded. The output of encoding is in a .-vmesh format, which is decoded via the decoder to obtain the decoded model data and decoded map data. Encoding results can be obtained by comparing these data with the original model and map data.

Vmc encoder and decoder are encoding and decoding tools of P11. Vmc encoder and decoder are applications that perform encoding and decoding of P11. Diagrams of the Vmc encoder and decoder are shown in Fig. 7.

Figs. 5 and 6 were released by P11 to improve input/output processes. In fact, several researchers have released technical advancement proposals and feedback for P11. Many have highlighted that P11 creates a large number of input/output processes. Although input/output processes are helpful in checking the output of different applications, a large amount of input/output data when generated can consume a large amount of disk storage capacity and time. The MPEG also recognized these problems and claimed that they would be improved in test model of the V-DMC.

B. V-DMC Architecture

The V-DMC test model of the MPEG is shown in Fig. 8. First, they fixed the problems of P11 which structure is consist of many applications. The existing sub-application is integrated into one, and the application originally used in encoding and decoding is defined as a wrapper library and an external library. The wrapper library was newly developed with a video encoder and decoder consisting of HM, versatile video coding test model (VTM), FFmpeg libraries, geometry encoder, and decoder consisting of Draco and triangle fan-based compression (TFAN), and color converter with HDRTools contents. In addition, other applications of P11, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, were also defined as external libraries and integrated into one application. The Gengof application was defined as the Sequence Information library, the Simplify application was defined as the Geometry Decision library. And the UVAtlas application was defined as the Textual Parametrization library, the Fitsubdiv application was defined as the Geometry Parameter library. Gengof is part of P11 and generates an initial group of frames generation. Consequently, the new V-DMC test model has three core codecs, namely, vdmccommon, vdmcodec, and vdmcdecoder, which are easily accessible by referencing libraries.
be a fatal drawback. In addition, certain compilers, such as multiple file read-write operation problems in P11, which can too much time and resources. They reported that there were different results from those of P11.

Platforms, have been reported to be unavailable or have complication instructions for Windows. Researchers have pointed out, too many applications require documents related to the P11 analysis and review. As other researchers have noted, many feedbacks on P11 were proposed from that the proposal was adopted to that the test model of V-DMC was released. This section introduces the technical improvements, feedback, and cross-checked contents of P11 proposed by other researchers.

### A. New Anchor Proposal

As shown in Fig. 2, the anchor provided by MPEG at the time of CfP was encoded and decoded using Draco for geometry data compression and HEVC for texture data compression. Mesh decimation and down-sampling are included to reduce the bitrate. Because both processes operate independently and simultaneously, mesh decimation technology that preserved the texture coordinates is required to be able to use the original texture map.

A further improved anchor has been proposed to address this issue and to efficiently evaluate the performance of DMC to be developed in the future. Proponent introduced that improved anchor uses texture map regeneration to generate texture maps more efficiently. They applied the pre-processing pipeline of P11, which obtained the best performance evaluation of the CfP responses to the new anchor.

The proposed anchor is shown in Fig. 9. In the previous anchor, decimation was not used in some sequences showing a higher bitrates than the others. In the case of a new anchor, all sequences can be decimated by deleting UV coordinates, regenerating texture maps with new UV coordinates obtained by the UV Atlas, and transferring textures using Meshlab. Proposers updated Draco to its latest version and quantized it independently and simultaneously, mesh decimation technology that preserved the texture coordinates is required to be able to use the original texture map.

**IV. OTHER PROPOSALS**

Many feedbacks on P11 were proposed from that the proposal was adopted to that the test model of V-DMC was released. This section introduces the technical improvements, feedback, and cross-checked contents of P11 proposed by other researchers.

#### B. Feedback for P11

In June 2022, Nokia, Sony, and Tencent released documents related to the P11 analysis and review. As other researchers have pointed out, too many applications require too much time and resources. They reported that there were multiple file read-write operation problems in P11, which can be a fatal drawback. In addition, certain compilers, such as Clang++-13 and complication instructions for Windows platforms, have been reported to be unavailable or have different results from those of P11.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Five institutions responded to the CfP for DMC by MPEG and proposal of Apple had Y-PSNR, 55.5 percent higher than anchor, and Geometry PSNR, 26.3 percent higher in Inter, random access rendering. And proposal of Apple was adopted as the base model of the new V-DMC test model. Subsequently, the initial V-DMC test model was released in July 2022, referring to the open source model by Apple, P11. Accordingly, proposals and experiments for technical improvement of the P11 and V-DMC test models are being actively researched, and these proposals will be reviewed and researched in the future to upgrade the V-DMC TM and DMC technology.
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